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Abstract. If G is a locally compact topological group, let

BC{G) denote the set of real-valued, bounded, uniformly con-

tinuous functions on G with the compact-open topology. Using the

fact that the distal (weakly distal) functions are the elements of

BC(G) whose orbit closures are compact distal (point-distal)

minimal sets, we can characterize compact distal and point-distal

minimal transformation groups. Let (X, G, <f>) be a right trans-

formation group where A'is compact Hausdorff and minimal under

G. Then X is a compact distal (point-distal) minimal set if and only

if there is a point xeX such that for any homomorphism h:

X-*BC(G), h(x) is a right distal (weakly distal) function.

1. Introduction. The classification of minimal sets is one of the goals

of topological dynamics. We will be concerned with three types of compact

minimal sets: equicontinuous, distal, and point-distal. In [3] Baum

established necessary and sufficient conditions for the abelian topological

group G to be equicontinuous on the compact Hausdorff minimal set X

where iX, G, <f>) is a transformation group. Ellis [6] showed the result

valid in the nonabelian case. Their work generalizes an unpublished

theorem of Kakutani for the case where G is the reals and A' is a compact

metric space.

Theorem [Kakutani-Baum-Ellis]. Let iX, G, <p) be a right trans-

formation group where X is compact Hausdorff and minimal under G.

Then G is equicontinuous provided there exists xeX such that for all

FeCiX), Fx=E°(f>x is a right von Neumann almost periodic function.

This paper will establish similar results for compact distal and point-

distal minimal sets using dynamical characterizations of distal and weakly

distal functions.
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2. Definitions. For the standard definitions and notation of topological

dynamics the reader is referred to [8]. We will be using uniform spaces

in the following and xol will denote the set {yeX: (x, y)ea} where xeX

and a is an index of X. For properties of uniform spaces see [4].

A right transformation group iX, G, <p) where X is a uniform space is

said to be right equicontinuous, or G is right equicontinuous on X, if

the collection {<f>g:geG, where <¡>gix) = <j>ix, g)} is equicontinuous at each

point of X. If iX, G, <j>) is a transformation group where X is a uniform

space, then a point xeX is said to be a distal point provided that for any

yeX with x^y, there is an index <x of X such that yg£ixg)u. for all geG.

The symbol xg is the usual notation for <pix, g). iX, G, <f>) or X is said to

be distal if every point is a distal point. A transformation group is point-

distal if there is a distal point whose orbit closure is the whole space.

Ellis [5] began to study distal transformation groups because they

exhibited many characteristics similar to those where G is equicontinuous.

Every compact equicontinuous minimal set is distal, and clearly every

distal minimal set is point-distal. Also, all compact point-distal trans-

formation groups are minimal, but there are compact minimal sets which

contain no distal points. Further properties of these minimal sets may be

found in [7].

For topological properties of the function spaces to be introduced, one

is referred to [4]. Let R denote the real numbers. The set BUiG) consists

of the real-valued, bounded, uniformly continuous functions on G with

the topology of uniform convergence. One may form the right trans-

formation group iBUiG), G, 6) by defining 6:BU(G)xG^-BU(G) by

0(F,g) = Fg where Fg(h)=F(gh) for g, heG, FeBUiG). Let CiG) denote
the real-valued continuous functions on G with the compact-open topology.

If G is locally compact, one may form the right transformation group

(C(G), G, y>) where y> is defined in a manner similar to 6. The functions

in CiG) whose orbit closures are compact are precisely the bounded

uniformly continuous functions. Let BCiG) denote the real-valued,

bounded, uniformly continuous functions on G with the compact-open

topology. By restricting y to BCiG) x G one has another right transformation

group. For results concerning the relationships among these transformation

groups, one is referred to [1] and [2].

3. Functions coming from transformation groups. A function feBCiG)

is said to come from the compact transformation group iX, G, <p) if there

is a homomorphism h:X—-BCiG) of transformation groups with fehiX).

Every such homomorphism « may be written as hix)=F°<px for all xeX

where F is some real-valued continuous function on X. Conversely,

any such function F determines a homomorphism x^>-F°<px of iX, G, <f>)

into iBCiG), G, y).
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A function f:G-*R is von Neumann right almost periodic provided

its orbit closure is a compact subset of BU(G). Auslander and Hahn [2]

established the following theorem when G=R which provides a dynamical

characterization in BC(G) of almost periodic functions. The proof is

essentially the same for locally compact groups G and is omitted.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a locally compact topological group. Then

the following statements are pairwise equivalent:

(i) f:G—>-R is a von Neumann right almost periodic function;

(ii) f comes from a compact right equicontinuous minimal transformation

group;

(iii) the closure of the orbit of f in BC(G) is a compact right equicontinuous

minimal set.

As BC(G) consists of the functions in C(G) with compact orbit closures,

any function feC(G) which comes from a compact right transformation

group is in BC(G). Part (ii) of the theorem along with this fact motivated

L. Auslander and Hahn [2] to introduce and study the distal functions.

A continuous function /: G—-R is said to be right distal if it comes from

some compact distal right transformation group. The algebra of distal

functions has been extensively studied by Knapp [9]. In [1] a right weakly

distal function is defined as one which comes from a distal point of a

compact point-distal right transformation group. It is clear that the class

of von Neumann right almost periodic functions is contained in the class

of right distal functions which is in turn contained in the right weakly

distal functions. When G=R these inclusions are all proper. With the

help of a lemma of Veech [10] we characterize the right distal and weakly

distal functions by means of the dynamical properties of their orbit

closures in BC(G). These results may be found in [1] and [2] for the case

G=R.

Lemma 3.2 [Veech]. Let h:(X, G,<f>)^-(Y, G, 0) be a homomorphism

of compact right transformation groups. For each distal point xeX, h(x) is a

distal point o/«(A")c Y.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a locally compact topological group andfeBC(G).

Then fis a right distal function if and only if the orbit closure off in BC(G)

is a compact distal minimal set.

Proof. Let c\[fG]çBC(G) denote the closure of the orbit off. If

cl[/C7] is a compact distal minimal set, then the inclusion map /:cl[/G]->

BC(G) is a homomorphism of right transformation groups and/e/(cl [fG]).

Thus/is a right distal function.

Conversely, suppose / is a right distal function. Then / comes from

some compact distal minimal right transformation group  (A",  G, <f>)
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or, equivalently, there is a homomorphism h:X-^-BC(G) of right trans-

formation groups with feh(X). Now cl[fG]^h(X), because «(A) is closed

and invariant. Since h(X) is also minimal, being the homomorphic image

of a compact minimal set, we see that cl[/C7]=«(A"). By the lemma,

«(A)=cl[/C7] consists of distal points, and cl[/C7] is a compact distal

minimal set.

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a locally compact topological group and

feBC(G). Then f is a right weakly distal function if and only iff is a distal

point of c\{fG]^BC(G).

We omit the proof which is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3.

4. Main results. The work of Baum and Ellis is done without the

assumption that G is locally compact since they are able to use a dynamical

characterization in BU(G) of almost periodic functions. We must rely

on Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 when considering distal and weakly distal

functions and hence must assume that G is locally compact in order to

establish corresponding theorems for compact distal and point-distal

minimal right transformation groups.

Theorem 4.1. Let (X, G, <f>) be a right transformation group where X

is compact Hausdorff, G is a locally compact topological group, and X

is minimal under G. Then X is a compact distal minimal set if and only if

there is a point xeX such that for any homomorphism h:X—>BC(G), h(x)

is a right distal function.

Proof. If A" is a compact distal minimal set, then for every homo-

morphism h:X-+BC(G), h(X) consists, by definition, of right distal

functions. Hence any point xeX will satisfy the theorem.

Conversely, suppose there is a point xeA" such that «(x) is a right distal

function for all homomorphisms h.X-^BC(G). Then h(X) = cl[«(x)c7] is

a compact distal minimal set for any such « by Theorem 3.3. Let yeX.

We claim that y is a distal point. Suppose zeA with z^y. There is a

continuous function FeC(X) such that F(y)^F(z). Let h:X^BC(G) be

the homomorphism of transformation groups given by h(x) = Fo<f>x. Then

h(y)jÈh(z) since h(y)(e)=F(y)^F(z)=h(z)(e) where e is the identity

element of G. As «(A) is a distal minimal set there is an index ß of

h(X) such that h(z)g$(h(y)g)ß for all geG. Let ,x=(hxh)-1(ß)=

{(Xi, x2)eXxX:(h(xi), h(x2))eß}. Since « is uniformly continuous, <x is

an index of X. Now zg^yga. for all geG. For if zgeygv. for some geG,

then h(zg)eh(yg)ß. As « is a homomorphism, this implies h(z)ge(h(y)g)ß

which is a contradiction to the choice of ß. Thus y is a distal point,

and A" is a compact distal minimal set.
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Theorem 4.2. Let iX, G, <p) be a right transformation group where X

is compact Hausdorff, G is a locally compact topological group, and X

is minimal under G. Then X is a compact point-distal minimal set if and

only if there is a point xeX such that for any homomorphism «:A"—*i?C(G),

hix) is a right weakly distal function.

The proof of this result is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Use is

made of Theorem 3.4 instead of Theorem 3.3. We omit the proof.
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